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ODFW Fish Passage Administrative Rule Revision Initiative  

Virtual TEAMS Meeting --- June 29, 2021 (2pm to 4pm)  

Draft Meeting Minutes 

Virtual TEAMS Meeting Started at 2:00 pm 

Meeting Attendees:  

ODFW: Greg Apke, Alan Ritchey, Katherine Nordholm, Pete Baki 

Task Force Members (Rules sub-committee): Kelly Moore, Ken Bierly, April Snell, Terry Turner, 
Bill Cunningham, and Fred Messerle 

Missing: Zak Toledo and Steve Albertelli were absent from the meeting. 

Members of the public:  Craig Hermon, Allen Gillette, Brian Posewitz, Bruce Scanlon, James 
Stupfel, Mark Rogers, Mike Tripp, Ted Labbe, Brenna Vaughn, Cash Chesselet, Gordon Kurtz 
(with possible other attendees joining throughout the online virtual meeting).  

Welcome and Introductions (5 min) 

Apke initiated the meeting at 2 pm and had the RAC members introduce themselves.  Apke 
explained the processes for the upcoming public comment period.  He announced that the 
meeting is being recorded.  Apke discussed the draft meeting minutes.  No members objected 
to the draft meeting minutes.  Apke announced the upcoming website changes.  Bill 
Cunningham joined late and introduced himself.  

Public Comment Period (30 min) 

Apke initiated a public comment period.  

Brian Posewitz commented on the term appreciable benefit.  He reiterated that the statutes 
require passage not only where fish are present but where they were historically present; 
therefore, some projects may provide a benefit to fish even if they are not currently present. 
Additionally, he thinks that the definition of AOs should include the effect(s) of those AO 
devices (effects to stream temperature and stream flows) in addition to the physical effects of 
not providing fish passage of device.  He also wants to make sure the rules address temporary 
“non-permanent” artificial obstructions, including push-up dams.   

Craig Herman disagrees with Mr. Posewitz’ comments.  He commented that the legislative 
intent was to improve fish populations that had been diminishing over time.  Regarding 
agricultural properties: many tide gates have been in place for ~100 years, and the fish 
populations weren’t declining until the 50s.  

No other public comments.  
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Discussion of OAR Public Comments (75 min) 

Apke virtually shared his screen with a word document of new ODFW Draft Proposals for specific rule 
revision definitions to help guide and focus discussions on the draft language developed after the 
previous meeting (June 15th).  Apke explained the context and formatting of the document and opened 
it up for discussion. 

635-412-0005 - Definitions Section 

Following up on the Abandonment definition from the last meeting, Apke read the proposed language 
and asked for input. Cunningham asked about adding a time aspect and how to tell when something has 
been abandoned.  Bierly stated that the issue with this definition was it requires an interpretation of the 
owner’s intention for the structure. He would recommend trying to put the definition in terms of the 
condition of the AO.  Ritchey asked for clarification on the current language and other barrier types. 
Cunningham asked for a time cutoff for abandonment.  Snell asks for grammatical clarification on 
whether it is any or all the list.  She also brought up a timeframe for when these apply.  Moore 
recommended making it more active: “Abandonment of an artificial obstruction means”.  Cunningham 
suggests adding one more comma after the word “purpose” so that abandonment means any or all the 
scenarios.  Turner likes Moore’s idea the best, moving artificial obstruction to the beginning of the 
sentence.  Snell asked if ODFW could give a short description of why we need the rule and why they 
matter to help the RAC understand the impacts of the changes.  Bierly clarified the purpose of 
abandonment as a trigger.  Ritchey asked if this has ever been used as a trigger.  Apke explained that it 
has been used a few times and described a current situation (an irrigation diversion structure). 
Cunningham suggests 10 years for the timeline – because the concept of “adverse possession” has a 10-
year timeline that has already been used for in Oregon law.  

Apke moved on to the Active Channel Width definition.  He presented the ODFW draft of ACW that 
includes the result of the discussion and the draft language sent by Moore.  Moore commented that the 
definition still relies on the summary of the ACW widths of the streams and not so much the high tide 
elevation - which is more of a volume.  Ritchey asked how he felt about the “or.”  Moore clarified that 
it’s not really the same.  Fred Messerle mentioned that the tide gate partnership has been working on 
how to size tide gates and has found that the sum of the stream did not work very well.  He suggested 
getting more information on what they determined.  Bierly thinks that ACW is only for “naturally 
occurring streams” and recommends eliminating the estuary or tidal piece.  Apke clarified how ACW is 
used to size structures for stream simulation.  Moore proposes talking about estuaries in a separate 
place than ACW.  Apke read the definition of bed and banks and suggests that the estuary part may be 
moved there.  

Apke moves on to the “No Appreciable Benefit” definition drafted based on the comments from the last 
meeting.  Turner thinks it’s as simple as “if you made the habitat available to fish, they wouldn’t use it,” 
he’s fine with it how the draft proposal is written.   

Apke moved the meeting on to discuss the public comments received for the definition of Artificial 
Obstruction.  Apke presented two draft ODFW proposal versions to further definer AO.  Cunningham 
likes option one best.  Snell asked why we are proposing a change to an existing definition that is in 
statute.  Apke clarified that the purpose of rules is to inform the agency that administers the rules on 
how best to implement and interpret statutes and mentioned that ODFW has interpreted the rules to 
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include delaying passage.  Moore comment on the difference between preclude and prevent.  
Cunningham thinks the word “delay” helps people understand what the words mean in common usage, 
as well as changing the word “any” to permanent and non-permanent. He thinks these are good 
changes to help people understand and provide clarity to statute.  He stated that rules are the governing 
body’s way of clarifying statutes and have power in their own right.  Moore agreed.  

Apke moved on to review the public comments received on the definition of AOs.  He discussed the 
effects caused by AO’s and the other governing bodies that have authority over non-physical barriers 
like water quality and quantity. Ritchey clarified that ODFW presently does not currently plan to address 
non-physical barriers as AOs.  Turner mentioned that those other agencies look to ODFW to define what 
threshold constitutes a fish barrier (water flow and temperature).  Cunningham mentioned that if we 
look to another agency to manage this, we should consider their track record.  He mentioned water 
rights as having a historical record of over-allocating, and now there are times when water users can 
take all the water in a stream.  Snell thought that adding temperature or other things as passage barriers 
was outside of what is in statute, and ODFW has other opportunities and procedures like the Division 33 
water right review process to address issues like temperature (DEQ) and low water in streams (OWRD).  
She mentioned that structures like dams can have a negative effect on temperatures, but there is also 
the potential for them to have beneficial effects.  Moore recommended ODFW should include the 
language in the rules and see where it goes.  Ritchey mentioned the possibility of members of the RAC 
or others writing letters around this issue for the OFWC to consider if they feel it is appropriate.  Apke 
mentioned to the Department’s inability to enforce non-physical barriers like water temperature and 
water over-allocation, particularly where temperature may be a non-point source pollutant. 

Apke reviewed the remaining public comments around AOs.  Ritchey reviewed and clarified the 
language around the Option 1 selection.  

Apke moved on to the definition of “attraction flow,” he reviewed the ODFW proposed changes and 
asked for comments.  Turner did not think we need to change much here, thinking that it is specific and 
there is not much controversy as drafted.  Cunningham does think that the term “fishway entrance” is a 
better.  Turner agrees that he likes the new additions.  Ritchey suggests adopting this and moving on.  

Apke moves on to the public comment around adding “for non-incised channels” to the definition of 
“bankfull elevation.”  Apke does not have a counter to their point, or a proposed definition change. 
Apke asked for comments, there were none.  

Apke moved on to additional public comments focused on the definition of “channel” and presented the 
proposed language adding the terms “perennial or intermittent”.  Apke asked for comments, there were 
none.  

Apke moved the meeting on to the public comments focused on the definition(s) “construction” and the 
proposed language around trigger volumes associated with dams.  This proposed language added the 
terms “cumulative” and “diversion.”  He asked for discussion.  Snell asked if there have been problems 
with the existing definition.  Ritchey provided the history of the 30 percent and cumulative repairs and 
referenced recent projects where this issue has come up.  Turner asked how diversions have been 
triggered in the past and requested that a timeframe be added to the proposed definition.  Apke 
clarified that the rules do not have a temporal aspect associated with other cumulative repair thresholds 
and noted it is interpreted to be “over the life of the structure”: or “until a new or future trigger event at 
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an AO”.  Cunningham laid out the history of Mirror Pond dam and the repairs that have been completed 
over time.  He mentioned that adding a time period to the word “Cumulative” should be applied to all 
the cumulative triggers currently in rule.  Ritchey and Apke provided their opinions on why the rules 
were written the way they are.  They thought that it was most likely a concession with dam owner 
stakeholders during development of the statutes in 2001 and the subsequent rules in 2006, possibly 
related to dam safety.  Snell had concerns about adding the term “cumulative.”  She would like more of 
the legislative history and recommended flagging the definition for later to see if we can get more of the 
legislative intent and how this should play out in our modern application of the rules.  She plans to 
investigate the history of this on her own time because she wants to know more.   

Ritchey mentions that the intent for today was to have a discussion around this and not resolve it.  

Apke pointed Snell to the legislative history online at the ODFW Fish Passage Program’s website and 
further discussed the history and perspective of the statutory/legislative intent from HB 3002 and 
summarized it as the fish passage policy was developed and to be implemented through collaboration 
and cooperation between the Department and the owners or operators of AO’s, not an increase in 
enforcement orders from the Department.  He also scrolled forward in the document to present the 
proposed dam safety language that may be considered during the next meeting.  Cunningham suggests 
adding information in the comments document to highlight what the rule proposal language is trying to 
clarify or what the existing problem is in rule and related this back to the specific statute.  He mentioned 
that all these definitions are developed to interpret statute language, and in this case defining “major 
replacement.”  He asks for this back reference to statute in future documents.  Apke noted the 
additional work associated with this request and the challenges with the frequency of the current 
meeting schedules. 

NOA’s – New Issues for Consideration (5 min) 

Apke mentioned considering future rules meetings to be in-person meetings, as best we can 
give the health and safety concerns associated with the pandemic.  He also spoke to the 
inefficiencies and slow progress to date with the current virtual meeting platform.  He went on 
to describe State employees can meet in person with the public but not at a state office as per 
DAS and COVID-19 guidelines.  Ritchey clarifies that as of July 1, we can meet in person but not 
in a DAS building.  Apke mentioned the next meet, at this point, will be a virtual meeting using 
the TEAMS platform on July 13th and he will investigate a venue and will consider expanding the 
meeting time to be more efficient with the rule revision initiative. 

Meeting Recap and Action Items (5 min) 

No specific action items were noted, although Cunningham suggested adding statute language 
to the document, and Snell wanted more legislative history around the 30% trigger.  
Meeting Adjourn @ 4:07pm  


